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I am a digital creative originally from New Zealand who now 
calls Sydney home. While I began my career in Wellington at 
Resn, I have also worked in Sydney at Reborn and most recently 
in Amsterdam at Random Studio.

1

As an art director and designer my enthusiasm lies in creating 
memorable interactive experiences. To do this, I come equipped 
with design decisions grounded in user sensibilities, a persistent 
attitude towards producing better work and an easy going, 
ego-free approach towards my peers.  

Ultimately I work best in an open minded environment where my 
fellow creators know how to have a good time while creating great 
work.

DEMIAN HAMANN 
SELECT WORK

http://www.resn.co.nz
http://www.reborn.com.au
http://www.random.nu
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DOM PÉRIGNON 
ROSE 2002 
EXPERIENCE 
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Role: Art Direction, UX Lead, Visual Design 
Client: Dom Pérignon 
URL: domperignon.com/rose2002

Inspired by the experimental processes Dom Pérignon use to 
create their Rosé 2002 vintage, this interactive experience 
reflects the playful qualities of the Champagne’s creation. 

The concept links the vintage’s poetic tasting notes through a 
visual journey that features organic 3D forms and immersive 
soundscapes.

http://www.domperignon.com/rose2002/
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RANDOM STUDIO 
BRAND & WEBSITE
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Role: Art Direction, Visual Design 
Client: Random Studio (In-house) 
URL: random.nu

Random Studio was in need of a rebrand. Furthermore, it was 
agreed that tonally, the work and the way it was being 
represented, was inconsistent and needed a common thread. 

The result of this exercise is a brand that more closely represents 
the studio’s work attitude. With strong, quirky visuals sitting next 
to elements of sensible, clean UI, the studio now has a visual 
language that speaks of its ability to marry their playful approach 
to grounded UX decisions.

http://www.random.nu
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NIKE LUNARGLIDE+ 4 
X INTERSPORT
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Role: Concept, Animation Direction, UX Lead, Visual Design 
Client: Nike EMEA 
URL: random.nu/nikelunarglide

Inspired by the flowing ribbon of Nike’s own visual groundwork for 
the Lunarglide+ 4 running shoe, this online product tool allows 
visitors to explore the shoe from every possible angle and while 
doing so, have the product benefits presented to them.

http://random.nu/nikelunarglide/
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NIKE HYPERVENOM 
X INTERSPORT
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Role: Concept, Animation Direction, UX Lead, Visual Design 
Client: Nike EMEA 
URL: random.nu/nikehypervenom

The Nike Hypervenom football boot was marketed to its teenage 
audience as a hybrid beast - untameable, unleashed and above all, 
unexpected. This tonality is expressed by conveying the sharp, 
unexpected nature of the Hypervenom strike through a series of 
bold animations which were interspersed with the benefits of this 
all-new football boot.

http://random.nu/nikehypervenom/
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NIKE RISK EVERYTHING 
X INTERSPORT
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Role: UX Lead, Visual Design 
Client: Nike EMEA 
URL: random.nu/nikeriskeverything

The Fifa world cup of 2015 was Nike’s chance to push it’s new 
Magista football boot. The interface needed to be html driven with 
small screens and tablet being the focus. A fast paced and tight 
user experience was used in order to simulate an app like journey.

http://random.nu/nikeriskeverything/
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BUGABOO 
X WOOLMARK
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Role: Concept, Art Direction, UX Lead 
Client: Bugaboo 
URL: wool.bugaboo.com

This online brochure breaks down the facts and benefits of 
Bugoboo’s Woolmark collection. These easy to digest, interesting 
bites are presented in a contemporary format familiar to the 
brand’s forward thinking ethos. Through the use of simple, eye-
catching animations each feature is made all the more apparent.

http://wool.bugaboo.com
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MERCEDES BENZ 
PERFECT KILOMETRE

21

Role: Art Direction, UX, Visual Design 
Client: N=5 
URL: theperfectkilometre.com

By simply scrolling their mouse wheel visitors are taken on a 
journey through a landscape constructed around the notion of the 
perfect kilometre. Comfort, ease and safety are all achieved 
through Mercedes Benz’ hi-tech and feature rich approach to the 
engineering and building of trucks. It is these ideals that are 
conveyed throughout the experience.

http://theperfectkilometre.com/
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DOM PÉRIGNON 
MOBILE .COM
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Role: UX Lead, Visual Design 
Client: Dom Pérignon 
URL: domperignon.com

After the successful relaunch of their .com in 2012, this mobile 
version looked to serve Dom Pérignon's on-the-move customers. 
The nature is which the .com was designed and built meant it did 
not allow for a responsive solution. Instead the layout and user 
flow were developed specifically for mobile, giving visitors access 
to the desktop content through a more manageable IA and UI.

http://www.domperignon.com
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BUGABOO 
DISCOVER
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Role: Art Direction, UX Lead, Visual Design 
Client: Bugaboo 
URL: No longer live

Bugaboo’s internal creative department wanted to push their 
newly updated Buffalo stroller through an online, geography 
based, map hunt. We suggested seeding clues that got easier as 
time went by, rewarding those who craved discovery. To execute, 
we used a heavily customised version of Google maps, geared 
with a fully revised UI to match the surrounding campaign website 
as well as the Buffalo’s colour palette and stylings.
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IKEA 
IKSTART
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Role: Art Direction, UX Lead, Visual Design 
Client: Lemz 
URL: No longer live

IKEA Ikstart [Dutch for “I start”] was a mobile platform made to 
support small start-up businesses. Loaded with the functionality to 
post questions directly to a number of influential and successful 
entrepreneurs and of course, read their answers in the form of 
daily tips. The interface needed to be bold and refined 
all-the-while adhering closely to IKEA’s strict brand guidelines.
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